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:oalo of priL..ry science pro: ._,;, e.1 I t-;(1.' t' em,

encour:Igerent of creative zret 1)(-:,r-ht; and

2, active n_rticipaticn by the ch:ld in learning the "hews"

and the "whys" within the proposed unit of ineviry.

Science sho:.ld be taught in the nrimary grades not because

science provides a necess'.ry storehouse of factual data: but
Oecause it provides a singular area of study which can validly

"teach" creative thinking.

"Science is one of the few diciplines whose

wealth of phenomenon is open to direct

observation, =aninulations and to the

onneration of Loth intuitive and rigorous

logic" (Kuslan and Stone. Teaching Science To

Children. p. 160)

Creative thought in 1.-,y estimation is a vital component of any
C" endeavor, intellectual or other. It is also a fundamental clue

to the development of self-confidence and a positive self-image;

both of which are prerequisites for a receptive mind. By

allowing students to "act out their mind" as well as their ego,

ir.te:'est doubles and children become confident in their own
abilities. Being allowed 'bo think and to do is an indirect
signal of respect. This in turn effectuates a positive learning

situation which makes "learning" end "knowing" fun. Contrast
this with the stultifying inactivity of rote - learning under a

competent model who is continually a source of intimidation.

If a c.ild is.to be able to understand, interpret and gener lize
the "bows" and the "whys" of science, then the curriculum must

take into account the intellectual abilities of the age group.
I don't mean individual diferences, but the actual develormental

level of the brain. In the kindergarten-first grade grouping

the storehouse of information, the frame of reference and most

inportantly, the ability of the brain to manipulate data is

slim and still inchoate. However, this initial intellectual

development is marked by highly receptive and acquisitive strength.
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for ver.y rea:ons t t

d investigating /c.

us;:c :11 of their ot,er seraser tc r. , t'e;r br-ir ir

le rnlng t:In world arol-nd tem. Ch11(3ren rs.,,11 to manirulate

t1e t: ink; th-t trey are learnin. The;,, need a multitue of

ccncrete "t,ings" that rerresent, reinternret and v:sualime

those, consents which are intended to be lerned. infonn tlon that

lc; given out for memorization does no harm; some of it eventually

finds an arplicat;on. However, the greater benefit in trying- to

teach effectively is to build your curricuJum on objects that

renresent it. Then allol; the children the freedom to explore,

handle and investigate tle material that actualizes the abstract

ideas which you would have their mi assimilate.

I have statad what I think the underlying goals of science in

the elementary grades should be. i;ow, why' choose a theme of

linear measure, charts and elementary graph notation, if these point

to math net science? I5r answer to this is that measurement

(euantification) and comparative notation is the language of

science. 1,athematical operations are the means by which tl,at

language is made effective. In the same way that a child must

fiat learn how to read before he can read for information, a

child will know more what to do with scientific irformatlon if

he already a foundation for knowing what can be done with

it ..nd how to go about acing. it

Ar.: then, why limit oneself to just linear measurement, charts

and records with some basic science application? The most

important reason is that a teacher needs to challenge but not

u..r'ss the mental level of the children with whom she is

dealing. The greatest ef1ort is extended to the maths and

recording of data. The scientific application follows easily.

If one attempts to approach "measurement" in a creative,

investigative manner and allow the full benefit of motive

participation, it must be realized that more time, much more
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11:,edek: to reach L:0 e:,:t,b13rheC, (Talc. 1 r c'i:,:ren

goln, to be Lle reoro:,sible for tle crr' ter Te:.erLt

of wl::t thoy learn and hol, they explain it, then tiny rl:t be

71v en t:.e time ,-,:eded to manirulate, hyPothesize, manirulate

acain, re :son, think and try the same conclusion in vnricus ways.

l'm sure even a firm believer in this method has 7-7:ny feelings

about "wouldn't it oust be easier to tell"...? This of course

is not tl'e roint. With children the value is not with the facts

but in the "doing" and allowing him to lay to his own

pow:ers of reasoninL-. A child who has been encouraged to think,

to reason and tc rely on his abilities has conquered the greater
part of that which is education.

"One should never cram young minds with facts,

names and formulae. To know them you have no

need of university courses, you can find them

in books. Education should only be used to

teach young people to think and to give them

this training which no textbooks can replace."

(Einstein, Albert (in Albert Einstein

by Hilaire Cuny). p.147)

Bibliography:

Kuslan and Stone. Teachinr, Children Science: an .inquiry Artroach.

Wadsworth Publishing Co: Belmont, California. 1968.

Cuny, Hilaire. Albert 'Einstein, The I,.an and Fis Theories.

Fawcett Publications: Greenwich, Conn. 196C.
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follows was develcr-J cv-r tc-year rericci
a .cntessori school. The ol..ildren who tat'; ht me how rnd

wht th-y could learn were relatively bri(ht students of
kinderc.arten ago. 1.any of them attended school full day ,rd

rrevious lontessori training. By the se:ond semester tie
children were able to read and write with understanding, ware
very well along in all phases of maths and had rut to memory
skip counting by "2s", "5s" and "lCs". In general they were
very eager to 1.-,arn and quite well aw -re of the world around them.
This shcuiC be kept in mind in reading over t-e curriculum,

since it may seem in places tc overestimate the abilities of
the kindergarten age. In most instances it would be more
suitable for first grade.

Since a I:ontessori school is ungraded, the group doing

"measurements" numbered ten at the most, which provided the
ideal circumstance forallowin6; each child's individuality to be
known.

A special time, but not e,:eryday, was set aside tc do "measurements";

:.cwever, the children could work anytime duriLc the day cn
shelf material 41,e, gamPs. i.o specific time limits were set.
After a discussion, rorhars solre children worked for twenty
inut-,s on rrooects, while two may have sent an entire afternoon.

°:,h;,rs were free to work on unrelated activitps. These ideas were
kept in mind:

1, Alt-ough t is not emphasized in t: e paces tc fellow, renever
-ccoilple,a.sk the children to guess or "hyrothisise" what the
ansY-r will be. This g'-v-_ a decided sense of involv,m-,nt and
:.enuine in finding out the real resu:t.

2, :tttempt to get a acre through underctanding by varying the
circumstances rith ca "What do ycl: wc..'2L1 1en if?", 1.):

!

,,hat will it lock like if 70U use this instead of that?", c
"Can you t:.lnk of arother way tc' do it?", d\ get s(.veral Ercul's
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cr an partnors whatev,r and whenever thor

if - ::r13r, c' Id

Chilclrnr, can better understand and int-rrrot rro'slems

cf grcup.

3, Tr to keep fron: rest.ting- the answers (r..rht or wrong

a chi _d. g:ves. If he Las giver, a corrost --.n suer t2H ycu

r;1 to it, you are indirectly taking the crodit fcr he has

s:-.1d; or holding an incorrect answer up for ridicule. Both

cces- undermine self ertee. If children are intererted, tey

will be listen:ng and if the., are t: e- will '11,,ve

he .rd what a peer has said without having it rernatod. They

will also be more willing tc discusc and consequently shcw more

o r= 1l interest if ti ere is not a domineering "know it all" in

the "crowd"...vou,the teacher.

4, at -riais must be orr-anized and rany things made b; the tea.ch,r.

(see c_zames aLd shelf material) This takes time but little ex ease.

'Tee children will find many things in the classrocm which can

be usd for measuring devices. Howevor, a large store of "things"

0 should be available e.g., beads, blocks, tiles, stick lengths,

string, wire, bottle caps, toothpicks, ranerclips,pluz the things
1F--1

that the children name. You will specifically need: sissors for

all, clay, colored tape, tack board, many colors of construction

paper, and different sizes of squared rarer (1 inch and inch;

)The only roCcmmended purchaso,sare al-rroximately one hundred each

)

:, .

of three colors of beads. The are two cm square, plastic

interlocking cubes. (since the exrense is somewhat great, yot

r) could manage with fifty of three colors;

available from: Responsive 7nvironments Corp.

Price:

Daic:~:ICC

cubes 0

er and Company

$4.(C

2CC ;;ylvan Avenue

-liglowood Cliffs, Eow Jersey, (7632

159 1d. Kinzie Street
Chjc:.go, 311incis 6(61(
Price: 1CC cubes

tr
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Jos (6;11) "It's the sar. e height.---Are you sure just by
looking?---Yes, you can't o wrong,. -- -Can you tell with yc-Ar

han6s?---No, you'd have to rut it t'rere(both on the same table;.
---Can you measure? Have you been shown how ? -- -Yes, but I only
know how to measure myself: you rut a ruler un here (noints to
his head, ,you make it go all the uay down and then you look.--
;Lnd can't you measure the tower with this stick?---No."

Piaget, Jean. The Child's Coneertion of

Geometry. New York:Basic Docks, 196C.

p. 42.

(the above is the reaction of a child who has attempted to
duplicate the height of a block tower built by the examiner)

I
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TIlroug:xl.t the te-ct gener...1 rrocedure will 7;^ s stated below.
teach-r will cert:dnly lw.ve to make :160u:tr-ents -cordang

to the rrour of children with whcm she is 1:Orkirtr. r5.11

the -;-ure-ose in all cases should be to clarify and to ;:crl: 1-ith
the rroblorf.s and sugf-estions offered by a particular class.
Although the outline below and in the text seems rather
reretit.cus, the rem .son is that in all too m%ny cases, children
are expected to understand and to know after being given only
one or two examrdes. Anyone who has :re 1".y followed un . :hat

is actua'ly being learned by the children in such surerficial
programs finds that very little has ronlay been internalized.

1. To rrosent a rroblem

2. Tc make a juLgment and to te.ke

3. To check the accuracy of the action against the pro bleu

4. To discuss the results of the "collective actionu...each child
reassessing his own original judgment.

5. To rereat a similiar LLtivlty

6. To organize data

:ndividual exercises, games and v.riaticn found in appendixes
and al

A-rlicatlon (this may be included in the individual exercises,
in recording data or how it intecrl:tes with further rroblems.:
Picture books, story cooks and re d :.r.0 matter, found in arrendix
:II shovld be available at all times; some books are rarticularly
relevant to certain Lctilties. (See OtTLINl;eir 13e can be read,
in p:.rt, to the children.



S7,CTIC2; C.:73: PROBL7i.S

1":0Blems as such are meant tc he

an :Ictivity for one day. A PlICDlem e.g.

5, 5a, 51); would be inclusive of cne

nroblem (or one day's activity ;. After

initiating shelf activities, snail group

activities and gapes; it will be up to the

teacher to judge the progression and

concentration snan of the children who

are working at individual acitivites. She

will make ti.e decision as to hetLer to

call for a discus: ion or introduce a new

PROBlem to the group as a whole.



OORRnATU ctnirr, (the rtnrber after t1 entr; indi'ate number

FROBL'71.S

1. To 0,t a .tick t): same 31.pth
au t) r) line on tLe

cl 11:,L0 .re-9

2. To cut a strIr of r,r-r
line

cn the ch114bocrd-11

1. (ii t, To cnt otac::

sPr'e leretr as the line
en the chalkbc-Ird...use cf
clly btse cinrt-12

;. Acct.rzscy in leasuring...
Goldilcck's String Gare--14

Ti MRY--14

*otaticn-17

6. Random lines with >
notation-2C

GAYTS

1. Guess and l'ur..ure--35

2. lot of Silver-36

3. geLsure Lotto-37

4. Guess How mamy unifex and
gatch (paperclip ec3re
chart--39

5. I.atch Py Stick (score
card)--4C

6. Co and Take-41

7. Different Way to Measure-211C
zs str:.ight lines
b; ran;loN lines



number

-35

ex and
ore

exoent for hooks which are listed in t'e bibliogra,hy

Sh9LF kAT'3RIAL

. Leaves in a bowl--56

14

imm 1

-

Mementary>, sorting
tray-57

Control board w,th >
siens--57

4. Arr.:.nging sticks-57

Yimeo papers using > 4:
signs-57

I. riLeo parer...neasuring lines
to color-58

7. Hot. (neasurement of
different lines,--59

BOOKS

Schrijor. low

Licnni. irc'

Ford. Lcasuremert

Shar,r. Lets Find C..;t Nhat's

Kessler. What's in a Line?

YacAgy. coin for a Walk
With a Line

Carona. Thinps that 1.easrre

Benedick. low Puch How kany

Spstein. First Bock of Neaguremrsnt



PROEITKS

GRAPH T:7,CRY (inclusive of
science ideas to be used as
shelf materials)

6. Leasuring lines tc fox=
a chart-27

9. faking a chart--98

1C. Developing a Standard-3C

11. DeveloT.ing a Standard, 2--31

II

(1111S

8. Me%Lu...e

lc c; rr

9. Cir. You
v

1C. Tik,

To

11. "21:-

L .ng

8. Graph game 1--43

9. Graph rame 2-44

1C. Shoot and Chart- -45

11. Race and Leasure-47

12. Race and theasure variation
with datagrvm--46

TH;31ORY Oh TiI STAADAR11-49

13. 'ire I

nort

14. Cbsta

From Here on Reasurements Charts and Graphs are all done with

13. Car Racing--5(
a\ Introduce Find, Kaiser
b: Introduce Find, Kaiser, dinky
c: Introduce Find, Kaiser, dinky

medor

the Stanch

15. Find,

16. Kind,
woricsl

17. F :nci,

vorksi



8. ?:e-LcuI the flcor...eximmed
lc op prc,lect--6C

Cr:. You Guess i4Lo's Shoe,
7dad v_riaticn:;--C1

1C. The 7typtians Had a Way
To Ilearr:re--62

11. Th-, Proble:. cf 2-rmer
L.nb 63

12. Thr, Frc:1-L of 1.r. Black--
6L

13. The Iroblem of 'ale
hortcut-66

14. Obstacle, -easure: chart
--6b

the Standard Keasure

15. Find, Kaiser worksheets--69

16. Kind, Kaiser, dinky
worksheetsv-7(

17. Flnd, Kaiser, dinky, medor
worksheets-71

3enedick. How Filch iran;y-

Adler. Giant Golden Bock cf
Yatheratics

Epstein. First Book of 1,e.tcurem,,nt

Hogben. The Wondr,rful World of
lqathematics

Luce. How Much How Far How Manz.

ASiMOV. The Realm of Measure



PROBLaS

14. r,yotex-i Maps--53

15. 'Preaouro Hunt-54

21. hiez,,s1
of

27. The C
Bar o

28. Eow
Away?
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18. PROCT: Making a standard
tare measure --72

19. Lapping in Finds-73

2C. la.gnet strength--75

21. Measuring the periph,,ry
of leaves--76

22. Measuring Shells--77

23. The Measurement 7; of a
Stem - -78

24. The Diameter of a Balloon
versus temperature-8C

25. Leasuring Shadows-82

26. Height versus Distance --83

27. The Case of the Vanishing
3ar of Soap-85

26. Kow Luch Water Boils
Almy?--86

7"-

BOOKS

III

Barr. More Reasearch Ideas fcr
Ydung Scientists.
"Does a Rubber Band
Stretch 7Venly?" pp. 149-15C
(An experiment and graph
of length versus weight



1: ih a line seUaer.t A; (ar-ro:. cn

t;-, tc :c

a .;tic', :;:ich is t:,.) _en-: s t ,s lire.

The c:Iildrel are as'Ked to solve a rroblem...

the solution to which lies in a method. To ar:ave at

a method requires analytical tioucht. Sance t:)(, land

of a c.ald has not yet deduced a sictem of rJtacnal

actions, it remains to initiate situations which

attempt to activate the rudiments cf lccic. The teacher

slould allow each child tc confront the 1.:G31em

unaid-d by sucrested solutions. teacher's hell., in this

situation merely stultifies the mind in persual of its

own function. The absence or presense of a ch.ld's

method (by a child's standard) will determine the

basis of the discussion and form a be 'inning to tl-e

considerations and variations contingent to the linear

propagation of a line.

The essential point is to involve each child irdivia:a317

and by his own device in the initial -..ction,- Letting the

stick. In this way each child has a vested en,2 personal

interest in the activity and its resuls. :f learnirG

is to be authentic, then it must be derived from the

direct arrlication and concerned participation of the

S?,LP to the situation.

The DiScussion whicla will follow the activity will

provide a co,cfnitive "rool" of tie abilities range.

The teacher shot. Id refrain from makin,:: value L'udg

1.0r position is that of a listener and interrogator, in

cereral a director of the affairs, charnelinc ideaL, to

a construotive end and encovrlcing total Croy"'

participation. The rercertual..7>concertual abilities

of this ace child have been ttken is tc consideration in

the outline of the activities. Therefore, durinc the

disc.o2sicn, to teacher should concern herself '.ith

an;:lytical and locical thought, rat:er than
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1 12-.ic 'tly c t, r t:
1 2. c.t:

113 c: lc' <

T.ho .ccu.:- ci ch ^

:_y it 1 .hael .- hr. t to
tc-ic; of d_scu:sicn.

In ckeckinL; t--:r sticks a, tho original
C.,..11Ur:V. iirtc cf "too

s:.crt", "too c t t: - ro: Llt
to oh-Q.. %7.111 find. tlr-ct a child ir lr C C. ido-%

r..c.y be findir.c it cilf-ficult, to rut h]r..;.,ol:
ord ic oulc.: clarify is 1,:-.(1:;:.ts. In such

sit-cation t'-e teach ,r rives the ucrd e.c., "Izo-....zur" for
th' child has alre:-.dy Any learned

lary inso:,..tod as the road arisc.. i.e., it is rot a
in itself.

r21.rcuch the discussion and ti'n ;7.ct:..vItios of t'-oir -c'-'i's, it
olne a-nparent to all that in meazu.rif1F: or corr.,--_,.ring

1:e, in this instance .::L:39 that th., i2.struz;ont used for
c,;,7arison must be "conserved." at one end, while crcoring

at the other end.

ch,kirch are
incpriecoo
koi- ?to conserm
bt4 119 C Pap
07' bo*
e n



:.:C3.2: linrs, c: t: -d. c' t- cut

trir cf 12 tl:rs c-n-n lenr.,th ac t:, 1:ne

A on the board (1:aterialr.,: long ctrl' s of paper or

string, sinscrs:

DIS: 'ine discus:A.on will undoubtedly center ebcvt how some of

thy, children eble tc come un with a correct and fluite

nearly accurate length. (Being in the im::ediate circu::st7,nce,

=ny will h .ve used the line on t' chalkboard ac a guide

while they cut their strip directly beside the line A3. :n

a sense they are using the "Kings standard" as their gaure,

having no duplicated rerlica of their o.:,n;. In the diccussion,

the children should be led to realize that length (f a

thing can be and for the most part is independent of that
thing.

The child has now in his possession a string the length of

AB (the hypothetical standard;. This in itself represents

a gauge or calculator. The possession of the g,uge

'rovides a moans of "transporting" the constancy of an

idea i.e.lhe now could go anywhere and obtain any number

of things which would be the length of B. Try above all to

r-et the children to arrive at these ideas by oral expression,

"ary, can you prove that your string is the same length

as AB?"

"Yes." she does so.

"Would you be able to go to the store and get a ribbon the

same length as AB?"

"Hr.= I don't know?"

"What is the problem? Is it that you would not be able to

remember the length of AB after you got to the store?"

"Ch, I know! I could 3ust take the string with me to remember."

g. :

(Whether the child says "yes" or "no", have him explain himself.

In this way you can be sure that he and -rstands what you

meant or that you have not misinterpreted him. It is best

never tc announce'that a child is "wrong "; stay with the positive.



2 to ocns.ste...ey

2.

02:.. 2 t'0 line (do,, can scmeo/- 7'eL:ra 1:re which
is the na::e 1Pnt?"

(t: is will easily' :)P done;

,. "how do I know it as thP same?"

(any number of children .:ill want to recheck, test and
verify with their cwr. string;

P2C.B. 2 b: The need =or kePr:nr intact tangible evidence
of a quantity (at this time in lieu of symbolic notation

"4"b,,_ns long; in order to rPconstruct an accurate
image of that which will be no longer in sight.

"Tomorrow, the line will no longer be on ti-e board, hc:;

will I remember how long it was...how will you remember?"

PliCB. 3: To reconstruct line AB, check and verify the line from
the evidence decided upon yesterday.

PRCB. 3 a: :Prom ti-e reconstructed line AB on the chalkboard, ask
the children again to go outside and fna a stick that is
the s'.me length as the line. Perhars you will have to
initiate a short discussion before the activity. Try to
encourage as many different methods as possible. The children
by now will realize that a mnemonic device is a necessity.
They will think of innumerable ways and meanz.-- do not
sti fl :s. any idea (it may be better than you think ; futherrore,

self-confidence in dealing with a problem will fcstPr
interest and involvement in the activity and in making
further ZAId.G==te.

PPL3. 3 b: Primitive bar line chart, done with the actual material.
Prepare a long narrow

clay base al;rrox. thick

on a niece of art )card.

With an implement, gouge

a very shaliow groove

the length, with cross

scratches to keep equal

spacing.



7-1t^

Lth some idoa of "mothod", racccn1:;,Y in rrovicus rroblam,
the Child:: -n :;ill return wIth sticko. Ouricusly enough,

they will be more dodlcated in their efforts this time, so

allow ample time for ther to perfect the accuracy of their
sticks. The teacher nand not interfar^a.:cont to intorrocate,

answer Guest:ens or rerhars assist in a manual way. As each

child cohc3ut--, that his stick is th proper lencth, ha
sticks it in( 1..e clay base, initialing wath a toothpick.

Dn:--tte all previous discusions: it will probably lock

like this...if it is Terfecryou aro h1pin too_rooh.

DIS.: discusegraph" first; what does it show? Elicit every

possible thought fro all children; this will lead tc the

errors in accuracy (Don't point out their errors, but if

they are not perceived you then ask leading questions.) Essential

to this type of learning situation is that tho chiluren do

the thinking and that they are kept actively involved in de

veloping their o'n principles from their own point of view.

In the discussion of what the graph shows them, the basic

precondition will have been noticed by children: all

"lines" should stand rorpendicular tc a level base line.

( The ideas will be determined in their own words and should

be Lotted down, for further reference.)
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"lth accurec:e' strir, cicecrs, lerrcx.
,en .1"x11" ccectructien ren.r on which of v:rici.s

lcnct:c hive been draw iv not chcw tcc fernet e veriat:on
the 1-ngths. Give te-e:h child a -------

narer with line anc, tell him to
cut a strinc t:e same lorgth.

-.3efore chec:;inc r,scall the

rroblem in Celi',ilecks card

the thr,e ears: too hot,

too cold , just righT.

(or too long , tco short,

Lust right Going around to

each child, he verifies his

string length wite that on his

dm.

paper; if he is not "jurt
right", Goldilocks (teacher, students say "Goldilocks says
too long:' (or whatever' It will found th.t " Goldilocks"

is an inoffensive critic with whom it is more fun to

co-orerate. Each card and string having been checked, the

teaeher collects all strings and ruts them in a box or "hlp", and
mixes the rapers on the floor.

Game: run's turn:teacher ricks a strint and holds the length

up...run must determine which line the string

matches...once he has decided he can match the

siring to the line, "Goldilocks says "just right",theu

1:.un gets to keer the string. Goldilocks saysutco

short or too long " and the string goes back into

the box. The "winner" of course is the child with the

most strings.

;..."CRY: The activities involved in making ccmrarisons, measurine-

and recording serve the rurrose of learning by manirulation.

hopefully the e:ild :ill find these activities arrlicable

to a scientific -proOedure. He is tco young to lc to :uch

more than observe scierce but if he learns how to 'compare

and observe quatitatively he is mentally capable of dealing



? c t . c , cf r...-n1 d.'.. IcIme.t t :]_: 7 i: :,..c:. 4.,..t

:,::e vr,z- of rercert:cn, t'-- fcnInr of f.;or:n echce-tr .1-,:. t're

.:-..lit:,- t. iyher:line (in :...t order of dafficulty, .111 of

henseives rr,vent tranCe.: learnlnc or ry rrr.11 %c orro:.-d

-;c r,te, ab:,tracticns tc ta!:e rl-ce. :ioyever t: roz rh the

L.%niTulatic:-. of concrete ide,.: and the stimulation or it

cidren of this age are capable cf benefiting from t':e "sense"

of whz.t they are doing. The "iheon7ruity" level wit,-in the

different activ:ties, and how far :.he v are pursued should

prcvide a scan great enou-h to interest a similarly vast mnre

of abilities within a group of children of the same approximate

age. The first area is lea:cnf.ng tc learn.

2; the children are learning tc deal with a, a concrete in linear
and geometric forms, an abstraction or number, c: the

technique of measuring and recording their findings.

3' tae children will be approaching ,hat one genPrally ccnceives

of as :science (natural and :hysical; for no other inherent reason

than that of measuring a quality or discovering some linear or

geometri.c possibilities.

So far the very basic rudimPts of arrroach have been introduced.
T
:c further concepts are needed: a form of symbolic reference i.e.

when one says"two inches" instead of always eoncretel:: rerresPnti,v;

it; and secohdly, the necescy of developing a standard of

measure. At this time both of these ideas will and shcIld be

kept somewhat at bay. T.:,p, children will arrive at a roint

where the device or idea of them will become obvicus in their

arplication: 'pence, more meaningful. This is a natural secuence.

Arrival at a standard of measurement from the primitivos to the

time of modern ran (S'33 WOKS fo: History has always been



C. cr-.1 ..car,

o::.. ._..,C:. to h:.ot:.-r
-.-:,-ats Ci

r.A-, 7..- I, .:1'!' V" C nr-.1., r. r, cc i.. f.1. a1

C.. O. science system
of %-t:olct:y ntif-...c%t2on amonc n:,tions h-c come tc t:e fore

a:. indisrencible facility to the working sc.entist.

roint introduce G:,:."76 (Arrendix I:, S;71.,?

11;1 allcw children the benefit of t".-umbing through

so::e of the 'pooks CO-aaMATD list,.d in the

131:3L:CG:i.UEY for the childrenS library. aead to them some
pertinent selection:3.

Since all of the c".ildren will not .b, able to read sufficiently
well, it nay 1.-e necessary to "demonstrate" the rrccedure of a
came or exercise. It will b- most beneficial for the teacher to
le :d individuals, or small partner croups into variations of
what Ley are doing. Ask them questions about t:.oir work and help
them with recording. Introduce new PaCBlems tc fill a vac-lncy,
lull in interest or need. The teacher should include additional
FaC3lems of her c-an as they arise from working with he":'

particular croup of"children. A call for a discussion with a
small group or for tic group as a whole will follow from the

dictates of re-,d, the conron sense and ingenuity of thP teacher.

Do not interfere vith the childr-n work esr^cially if they are
concentrr.tinc, regardless of whether you think the:, are on the
ronc, track. If the child is involved in his work, he will soon
find cut whether he is stumred or not and he will tlen come
to :feu. Cn the other hand, it may well be that jou hive not

really observed his method which may be more creative and of
better use to the child than ycui suggecticn. Leave rienty of
time for them to arrive at :;cme type of solution or "learn inc";
it can never be assumed that having done scmething once, that
it is known.
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A <

51): , 4 5 only

arr

50 : Reareat tl.e procedure us:.; thr,,,e lin s:

A

1-1-? t: c cjidre if.sert t.e 'r v- er signs:

X

Do rct ,.rase ricture; but write: A8 >

same in a differnt crdesr:

ay -

tc that

as in r-,-.aircy e

also

ncton 'rc- 1=,ft

tc rlcht ;

< y

E.F x y Acg

c.....1Li-nn if the. can ficurt, cut 1t sicn to rut '..;etween

oz.(ns of letters.

all rcs.:,ible combin.lticno, virir the obildr^n rut t.r. sirs
in 0 rrcrer
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a:.1 lir.e. t. t 1.-._;;T.

c rc,cr

IAs< xy EF

child can tr_ke one and rt:t signs in t're prop -I.
ten iita a st:..temer.t below. T.IncoLrarT., each to think of
another arrange.menz for his st:Itement "..hick would. slsc oornect.

(.1:cte: t:'e remaining naners can be clitoe.d toirther and rlaced
sIlelf material, along uith the other > < sign problems:
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). : : tc find cl, t 7,:he2e, to put >

t: re e 111.02,- T. t. cbc1 ld
: .1C u1 .: r: :

I

write below: A5 y F
.cw are we going tc know wh_ch signs tc place hetw-on t?e three

gra7s of letters t::.-.t represent the lin-s? (TL.e children

m. succest t:ILt if lines were standing up str-:,.ight, they could'

"see" or they may suggest me'.ouri:g with string cr scme

ot:ler means.) Work with ti-,e sugcesticns given, cc th%t

cc Mete the statement: dibit'S > flp/

;:lthout erasing the lines or statement) ask for other ways

to find an answer. Test each sua,estion against the original

on the board.

2,,ain have a stack of pacers; each with three lines randomly

drawn and room below to write the statement:

(these too can be placed out as SH7LF Y.AT7RIAL)



,

inn 11:.- A13 en 1 or rlat chalk-boar,.

Q. "1.ow volt to .'it' down :,cu lonr tL- line what -121

yrito:"

DIS: Solicit as rlausi )3e lde_F, from the chil:r-n a: rocrable.

t may oc you will have to ;:s.: what diff'er-nt ways trey

can think of to mencure...once becan, childr-n ':111

t1 ink cf innamerable items (units to use: e.c.,beans,

toothpicks, paperclips, rocks, thumbtops, raisins etc. (rote:

any unit of measure may be given a symbol, e. i>,

2 tt two thumbtons;; 2tp (two toothricks,; rk (rooks,; r (raisins))

Q. :.ow, if you have two lines AB and XY, (draw on or

chalkboard we can see that AB is lonr-er than XY. But

Ar if I want to write down how lonC

each is, we will have tc ucP a

"unit". If we use unifix, how

long is Am have a child measurei

How lon- is XY? (have a child

measure' Write the answers under

the lines.

DIS.: (presume If AB is seven

unifix and XY is five unifix

and I erase the lines (do, but not the information and just

say line AB is seven unifix and line XY is five unifix.-.

without seeing the lines, can you tell which is longer?

(a cuantity "7" is more than "5" How do you explain your
answer? Any other ideas? Does anyone disagree: etc.

Then we can say:

7 >K
AS > xY

5<7
Ay< Aa

Q. :ow, if AD is seven unifix (redraw AB and Xr; lets

me .sure XY in raisins. How many raisins do you think it

will measure? (ary measures XY as 26 raisin.s.;

Q. How does it harpen that the longer line AB is only 7

unifix while the shorter line is 16 /aisins?

DID.: (You sholld pet many valid_ answers to this, without pushinc;

however, listen to what is being said so that you will
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understand thelr we -s %nd rem of
:t may be that sometlin:: that sounds to y(u incorrect,

is really an accurate an the child is :',ust

st,tin;: it in a different way or perhars a dif=erent,

more inter-:tin[r and creative roir.t of view.

P:',03. 7a: If you have some lines +e, measure AB, XY, r..171 draw

these three line at variance to each other, and

do not show any great difference in length.

E

Can you tell by looking which is lori:e.-.-t?

What do you 'rish to use to r- 'asure? Only one rule,

It has to be in units; you can't use somethin like

st.":.ing, because I hive to write down, the

If children choose to use e.,7 raisins to measure
all three lines, ask them why they did and

why they did not use three different units.

If they do use three differing unit:>, one for each

line, explore the problem involved. tiach is

longest? ::o can you tell? Asking other children

to agree or disagree with any atatements made is good.

Obviously the point in this PROB. is that within

a given circumstance any cogent. and valid comparison

has to be made against the same norm.

e-eat here. (and if needed arv_in in the D:S.'

> >xy or A2> XY<
US: The discussion of the above question may involve

more than eust the above. It may lead into repeati

another circumstance, allowing a child to -rove out

his reasoning or a child offering another set of

c,.rcumstances which have to be nroven cy,t. Do not

,-Jumr tc hastily from one 23C 3. to anotn-r; be :urn

each has been throughly discussed. Oonveniently,

canes and shelf exercises will allcu the "sense" of

a :.:CB. to C;ttln in.
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the c:i.Ldr,n wIll be doing be in the:,e are:s. There w.11

be a feY e.:e:,entary gpro. Crr.-hs are d,otlnelhod t:e use

of t;.o different tyres (e.g., time against distance:of Quantitative

me.suroment: en, on the horizcntal xis and one on the vertical axis.

scientific endeavor, one 12 involved in g-t:.ering data, h.rrothesizing,

experimentirq, organnL- r-sults and then rore.ting the same line of

action fror anoter point of view. The end result is a cab'rsome

verbiage o: statements, calcu]at:ens and .fcures. Charting pr'sents a

very efficient ',-ay of representing and visualizing data. 7urthermore,

many statistics can be compared in juxtaposition. Relaticnships that

ar- revealed in 4 chart are often undetected if confined to a purely

verbal anlysis. To scientific inquiry, charts and graphs are a short-
hand cod for organizing information. For c:ildren charts are a fun

ray of learning. Charts can communicate information to a child. A

cLild wants to know anc: to understand but many times he does not "see it".

That is, his m:nd is unable to interrelate a given set of ideas; or

he does not understand that there is any importance attached to ideas

"a", "b", "c", since vArbally they do not seem to be related. A chart

enables the child to visualize or "see" in such a way that he can

better benefit from the sense the thing that he is learning.

-2:e children must first learn :.or to make a chart. The prelimina.ryy

effort is to stress the mnificance of the horizontal axis. (Tae

vertical axis will fall in naturally.) After this the focus is on

how to "read" a chart and what they can "tell" you. These efforts

will be stressed in PaCBlems 6 and 7. Thereafter, discussions of

various charts that the children have made will further illuminate

their significance.

(Note: since raC3lem 2 the curriculum has ste,dily been leading up

to the actual FROBlem cf making a chart.)

encourage individual children to interpret their chart 2. in writing

can be on or atac:.ed to the chart. To further serve the

-rurror, children in grours can be allowed to exchange charts,

r-)ad the information given, and see if they can think

cf questions that are not answered or things that te;,- would
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R on and : ..:,sae Scores

ror Lay 7, 197(

These show t:_e 2-1-mbnr of time

that John and j%Ck :-,cored 4

on the board. inn did not colnt

any other ncorns.
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A croup of children examininc t]-e above chart want tLe answers
to the questions below given.

How many times altogether were the cars run?

many more times did john win than Jack?

how many less wins did Jack have than John?

What color was Jack's car? What color was aohn's car:
Do you think-the scores would be the same if they traded care?

Try it.

Write down what your vertical line (axis; shows.

:aturally, in the prelinimary staies of charting, very

simplified tnhniques should be use(' as was seen in the

sticks placed in the clay base (PRC3. 2) Exannles of elementary
charts Iry id show an immediate transfer e.g., the actual string
lengths are simply taped to a parer along a horizontal axis.

seccrA reprenentn a chart that "grew e.g., a Crain of

parer clips of unifix beads which can thnn b. used as such or
1%1. d-rectly down on raper and tr,,oe,: around. Third, a s.-mbolic

chart, this will have a one to one corrnsperdence but the

notations on the chart (whether plain"bar" cimpicture only
t the measure, they are not an exact replica of the

t:.i.nr used. (see picture, next nar-e. The dat,,gr-m and ohart.work
done witn _nd scorncards are sin.rl. fled bar charts wiich
will :rterprotations of the more "abstract" work nosier to
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t 1 u.bcve example car. be useus SEL ;:.T7.2..IAL chart irork;
The for. stage iz rerrezo.r.t-.tior. ovr::lars

ccinewhat with t're

7'3zample: using :-un colored paper bi,.ts

:umber of bi& st3ps (3

3 (6 fro: :choo: room to lunchroom

3 3 from sc::ool room to. of:ice

5 D

;fr.:____C:=1.-733:21. 25 g s
3 S frm roc: ;- lCtt

.1 OM
(The a:)ovfl ex'.-'le can be used as SI= IL4.77..IAL chart work

a v:%riation or: "%pring in Findf'traper

It is sup, osed that it is better for the child to renresent hic

increments by picturing the uctual thing that is beinc reasured

or picturing the thing with which he measured. (see above, chart

pictuling rose-bush leaves. However, it was found th-t difficulty
in drLwing and in making exact duplicates of the same increment



,

r-ost 7c,re t ment:1
t ----f-r I.e. ,14cGlore3. one rose leaf.

c]..;_rt LrLphirc are fol.ow somewhat
il.nted ruins, t'hn suc;estions of t':n teacnr will needed

neeLled in a wKich is more directive than in

discussions. She will need to point out :frer,nt ways of

----renresentation. She nicht also find that a Ciffnr-nt arrancement
:nicht show a sio:ificant feature: therefore she would sit
with t::e child tryint; first to Get him to"play" with ot3,pr

arrancements to find, if he notices the difference.

r
,

1

symm, e t
,

1
1_ .4_444_4

;

(the above showing the peripnry of fivo leaflets of the

com.pound leaf of a hickory tree)

The children will also need manual assistance and help in

maintai4ng repetitive accuracy.
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: c col htroct...r.

Cn t' : _

c a d color for e

t e fivc, t'-- r' or t'Le cha3kbcar,', y'rlch

has cf ' t.
-(u do

r -1

DE 6 : (:ntroduce ac mystery line :aye t: chilcrnn ask

;Ill kinds af questions about the tape I nes.

"'Ire they the C..17 n length?"

"What can you tell about them?"

etc.

a a: base line on the chalkboard a2.d arr%nge tare:-

on line:

ii

PROB. 8b: Arrange tares in an crder:

DI. What do the

child/en see now?

Eow does the

ricture look

dIfferent?

DES. do the

cl,Ildren see

Thow does t: e

riclu2c look

ifferent?

DES. : TLece m-asure tl e 1,,ncths of somethi,-1:. Ly

lockir g cct you t'11 t. or -tincs, ti cy

you l±k to .:note?
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or read the other dr.formation.

1:ot
t,c et t: ^

tc cc - t: fo: t:,

by.
tc t

the dart that you Lac: rot thovi;:t o .-1

Do this, if wit.,.2.2.1 o r if t: e ot er children

acr() Lhat should be on f! n rietrr'" fcr the

s:,k.- of .:nowinc what the 0,-art is all about...)

7-40se (ire. ec- 712°.1 "eh; eV)/ 0 ,t-14M
or%hqkri

/GtAy /970

PRC3. 9::. lc CI:ART

1; 1-1 ..ve on hand. sev^:m1 different kinds of ler,gths to rae......surer

keening in mind, these 1-ngths should not be too lone

a;?.ve the rot2cn cf scalir.g for ar.cthex oo,:-.^sior., so that
t.:,2 most salient features cf chart r.aking are "isolated"

for this time )

e.g. the center veins of: 01:r. leaf

marl., leaf

pin oak leaf

44Pee- cries
47711 lealle 140,64
04/E /*cc-



;incer, ';oct, tee

lel,t:s cf ..mall in rccm

hedehts of Lifferert rl-nts in room

*". the boxes ofumeac,ur, 6-tuffs"

3. constructicn paper

.:. various tyre of pencils and m%rkers

(-Tle children will work in threes or partners, whatever they

decide Remind them first about the note from FMB 2

about the sticks in the claybase.

(after the charts have been rade; In the r_roup, discuss

the cuality of eac:, Chart and determine fror the children

"What rakes a rood al,,rt ricture". The children ?:ill

undo'Ibtly talk about charts that are "messy", "scribly" rd

"hancin in air" as well as those that don't mean anything

to anyone but the person who made it. 7]ncourage children

tc make charts from an artastic, interesting point of view;

provide materials (at all times; that will stimulate an

artistic, creative approach...this viii make ,darting a

"fun project" as well as a learning process.

e.g. from a creative child's point of view)

. Some materials to provide:

sivc.tq%
jcp n!;N1

I

Art papers

Dammed backed paper

Different types of stickers

to use as increments

Colored pencils

Colored tape

Crayons

Yarn

Cut cardboard figure

increments to trace

around
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3 7,.10 D7. aeris..e, A ST.V..DARD

13(:'..ect twc lnaders for two tribes. The leziders should then

coos ur tribeo e.g. Phil': tribe and :ich's tribe.

Take aside e.g.,rhil'n tribe and decile wit'r them a com. on

standard e.c.,urifox (this is kept secret fror Lick's tribe).

Then draw lines ofthesame lenr:th e.g., eight unifex , each line

cn a sePaxate sherAienough for all members of Mieh's tribe.

Phil's tribe then distributes papers to all members of 1,,ich's

tribe and tells them that they are to measure their lines.

Mich's trib( will undoubtedly measure their lines individually

each using different units. Having done 111.8 Phil's tribe

puts them to the test:

Tribe P: "How long , Mar?"

Tribe M: Mar eays, "16 raisins"

Tribe P: "1:0, not br our standard"

Tribe P: "How long, Jac?"

Tribe Jac, "ten paper clips"

Tribe P: nro, not by our standard"

Tribe P: "How long,Fin?"

Tribe I: Fin, "eight unifex"

Tribe P: (Keeps this in mind... that Fin not it; however, no

indication is given until all children in tribe M have

been asked"how long".)At the end, all children who by

chance had measured with unifex are asked by tribe P

to come over to their side. This can be done several

'The "exclusiveness " of tribe P was established

in the beginning; without saying anything, the children

get the idea that they would life to be a member in

good standing with tribe P; they assume -*ere exists

a specific way of gaining entrance but only those.

that have joined tribe P know the answer. Once the

remaining children in tribe I., come to the conclusion

that the game is unfair because they know for sure

that the only way to gain entrance is to know the

"standard" and tribe P will not tell them...4-hen cut

the game but do not assuage their annoyanoe, this is

the way to heighten the concept which you are trying

to put across,
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D:S.: 1.01;:t was the camp about?

Why did only some children cet to join team P.?

Do you think tribe P has a /wilt to accent ir.tc the tribe

only nose people who use t:eirstandard? Why:

Do you think it is fair to have a standard? Why?

Is a standard useful?

Do you think if someone has a standard, that he should

exrlain what it is and how it works to everybody

else?

( Keep asking questions, depending on what ideas and

ouestions the children raise, until the subject is

exhausted.)

PROD. 11: (should be done the following day, or soon after)

Divide children into two countries as in PROBJC, by

choosing up sides. Draw on chalkboard a similar represent

tation of what they will be given, presenting the situa+,on
problem and how they are to try and solve it.

Flach child in each country

will be given a sever wrap

ped candy; this is cymbolic

of their nations wealth and

riches. If their nation

is the one that is invaded,

they must give their wealth

and richez to the invaders.

eAl
,
a r

T.ach"nation" will be given

a mar of their country. Tech

country has an exrress
highway, marked on the map. All citizens live in a town, winch

decide

The citizens of country "Zim" and ctry "Axe" both
to invade the other at the same time, it just so happens

is marked on the map, and Alich is located at the end of the

that t,lere are no tactical maneuvers involved. The conquerors
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simply be the nation who has the shortest highway to tra:el.
:,ow we only want to det,,rmine which nation has the shortest

highway, that is all; then we will know who are the conquerors
and who will then get the riches of the other nation. Ask

if there are cuestions?

Each child is given his candy to save. Each nation is given 'its
Gap; all children should see both maps _but not the unit that
will be used. . Each nation is given the map of its country
marked with the town and the highway. Each nation is riven
the unit of measure that they are to use e.g., the nation with

the shortest highway is given the short^st unit; the nation
with the longest highway will be given the longest unit. Have
the maps and units prepared so that you are sure that the
shortest highway measures e.g., twenty one uLifer; but the longest
highway measures only e. g., twelve bobbypins.

Hopefully there will ensue a confusion, bickering and refusal
to give away candy since the children having seen aps,
have made a previous visual judgment. Then when the unit

figures are given and the "short" highway attempitto take the
candy from the "long" highways they will object and call for
some type of remeasure. At this point call for a discussion.
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DIS.: Why the argument?

What could by done to solve the argument?

What shall we use?

Do all agree?

What if one nation ttempts to say th t they have less

units in their highway than they rPally have ...just

because they want to be the conquerors

(note: In this connection it would be appropriate to read selections

from.any of the following books which give accounts of
haw and why standard measures develiped in tribes and

among nations...their problems, art ents etc.

Benedick. How Ruch How ?any?

Adler. Giant Bolden Book of Mathematics.

Epstein. The First Book of Measurement. Chapters 1 and 2.
Hogben. The Wondernil World of Mathematics (paragraph

selections)Rugg. Cormnities of Men. pp .98-99
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Games and charts

pace 34

(11:..'te:. all game boards can be cut from light weight poster
board) drawn with magic marKers and covered with clear

. contact paper or sprayed with a plastic spray. For
storage purposes) you will find it convenient to cut a

game board in half and seam it loosely on the back with
two inch tare. This will allow the board to be folded.

You will need a good supply of at least three colors
of unifix beads.)
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1:;1211.1:0;; (visual discrimination)

two to four players

1. game board (see below)

2. a box of string lengths the same as the lengths on the game

board. For any length on the board, there should be two or

three strings of that length to match. This is done so that

the children do not play by the process of elimination.

Game:

1. . child chooses a string. he'must guess which line it matches

br,fore placing it down on the board. If it matches, he keeps

the string; if not, he must return the string to the box.

2. The winner is the child with the most strings.

3. Variation: the winner is the child who has the longest length

of string when he places them end to end on the floor.

Board, stage I

eGeS4 arrI.A.s rem

Board, stage II

(on reverse side)
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T2 (rurrose: dot,,naninc the shortert route...lich

in this case is riot always a str%1 h' line.;

two rlay.,rs

lt,r:air:

1. board

2. rot...with a silver wrarred "Hershey 1(icc"

3. unite for measure (children rlayinC can decide one but obviously

both children must use same;

1. rlay'rs determine which line they will, use as a route

player one ruts down one unit

3. player tc puts down one unit

4. etc.

5. the, player who reaches the "pot" first c,ts the cardy bit.

6. another candy is then placed in pot...each player must choose

a-different route i.e., he cannot at the same sitting ever

use the same route twice.



/ LCTTO (tactile discrimination)

two to four players

rag" 37

bag with strirs of wood of lengths

that match the lengths on the lotto

cards.

lotto cards (4) approx. 11"xll" with

about six vertical lines on each.

Game: 1. child chooses a lotto card..

2. play 1, child feels.in bag,'without looking, for a wood
length which matches one on his card. If ae pulls one

that does not match he must return it to bag (he gets

no more trys until next "round".

3. child who completes his card first is the winner.

variation: as children get better, you can tighten ur the

competitive ang.e by allowing a child 'to "hold"

the game as long as he keeps choosing a length

which he can use.

Scoring: done as chart, will hold interest in playing the game which
then has the semblance of a tournament. Chart may be "in

1.rogresefor one or two weeks or kept up indefiritely,

adding to it whenever the children play a game. (Before

school? )
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Scorr,board bar charts: (precede any chart work with rRea;. 6

and 7 Charts and the discussions)
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Gi ',S;i
1L1,1)

twe or more rlayers

cne game c%ller and score keeper (one child)

L-terials

1. game board

2. hanging raper clir graph apraratus (can be use for other graphs)
3. raper clips

4. unifix beads ( two cm interlocking cubes made of polyethylene )

see "materials"

Game

1. Game caller points to c- line on the board and asks rlayer
how many unifix it will take to exactly measure the line.
Player # 1 says "five" and then lays down unifix---if he is
correct the score keeper ruts up one raper clip on player's
"hook"---if wrong he does not get a point.

2. Game caller repeats with player#2(pointing to another line,
unless the first player failed to score on,the measurement of
his line, in which case the same line is used)

(Note: the score board of hanging paperclips forms an automatic
graph.)

LIngth of wood with 2" hooks

screwed into wood at intervals,

can be tacked to wall at child's

height.

Boa d: The vertical lines are cross marked at roints of five unifix
to get the idea of smaller

units composing a longer

unit (but DO NOT tell

children that they are

marked in this way, let

them discover. The marks

on the board are enough

of a hint...other than

that it should become a

point of understanding

relationships.)

L.-4w Xi) bick 10;tiqiiir .41/14

ma.
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;;T1Ch 1,ASUi", (purpose: perception of length;

two teams (or two players; and scorekeeper

.aterials:

1. two sets of dowel or wood lengths the size of the track approx.
-,1" (one set consists of two each of 1" to 8" length, the other

set is identical; each set is "tipped" in its color, i.e. an

orange set and a blue set)

2. Board; thirtysix inches long, with two tracks at least eight

inches apart.

r

""'".%,17::17nr""m'avisktiqvitovvEttaivorrtermr.)...,, ,,.

Game:

1. team one, player one lays down a dowel.

2. team two, player one must pick out of his container of dowel

lengths, one that is the exact same length as that of team

one, without matchinafIrq....having put on board, if it is

nct the same, he must put back in container...however, he
now lays down another dowellength which team one, player two
must guess.

3. Team one, player two picks the dowel he thinks will match...
if it does match, he still gets his turn to lay another stick
down for team two to guess for their track line.

4. Winning team is the one who gets to "STOP" line exactlZ , i.e.,
if they go over, that team automatically looses.

iri

scorecards since this is a short came, each X stands for one

game

4 1:8 1 e' i. e' \ ,,N,

\ \\ ;1 'N.
,
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D TA:r. (purpose: rractien in using number ,s onlcul-Itorc

for length and symbolically rerresentative of length;

two or three Players.

I. game board: three tracks, aprroxim-tely increments each.

Draw tracks on board using the unifix beads so that the size

matches and so that the indentations mark the end of each

unifix. Sach track is a different color which matches the

color of the players surrly of unifix. The tracks

are numbered consecutively fi\-,m one to fortyfive, rich is

an indirect reference notation of total sums and remainders.

Insert a "stop" sign for every fifteen spaces so that short

games can be played.

2. deck of cards; the deck can have any tyre of mathematical

calculation providing that the children know how to do the

opperation. One 'vanquished" card is inserted (for the

sake of the "game"). The player who takes this card has

to choices: 1) he leaves or 2) he stays, but he must

remove all of his unifix and begin again with the odds

against hi':.

3. a supply of unifix for each player. Each is the color of

a track.

Game:

1. The first nlayer takes a card which says e.g. "GO 2+5; he

then takes 2+5 (or 7) unifix and places them on the board

...etc. (notice that the board notation, in linear math,

places him at 7, therefore having seven; on the next play

he may get "Go 4+1'1, the original 7 plus 5 puts him at 12

(SSE next.page for diagrams)





6.11.7S: Graphs three or more teams: 1, 2, and 3

1. A chart fc-r is drain on the board:

Game: firs

7 .
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1 2 3
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raijn 43

s e.g4"go over one and up

seven ".

second team, first player, "go over two and up five?.

third team, first player, "go over three and up six".

Continue in rotation...the object is whose team can color in

their entire vertical column first...any player who repeats

something already filled in or gives an incorrect column

looses his turn. (The vertical "color ins" do not go in numerical

order, that is too easy.)

(743 teacher at first will have to be the one who colors the

place; later, a child who understands well how it works can do.)



Orlrhc, two teams

2. A chart (coo below, is drawn on the board.
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It makes no
difference how or
an which direction
teacher draws the
tial linos; but
h team lines must
er the same amount
squares. The lin -'s

T resent only a guide;
children arP to
e or interpret the
de by saying where
y are on the graph .

This time the lines have been drawn but boles have not been

colored. One line (starting at 1) is team one, the line starting

at five is team two, The object is to color in the boxes in

secTence, starting at the left. The winner is the team which

gets to the rig ht side first. An incorrect statement is not

counted, the team losses its tern.

The teacher will at first be the one who colors in the squares,

later a child can do.

Team one, player one, "color ne and over ,ne".

Team two, player one, "color up five over one".

Team one, player two, "color up two over two"

Team two, player two, "color up four over two"

Team one, player three, " color up three over three".

continue in rotaton....
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3:LC D CH.ART (Instamatic chart notation as well as ( etcing a

tactile sense of length associated with numerical

quanitity.)

one or tore players

1. a wooden "pin-ball" track, approximately four feet long.

The track has a disc which just fits the size of 1.1.e?

track. The tr.ck is numerically

scored, coLsecutively.)

2. score parer (use squared

graph aper)

mss _S do ie/0141
-Meninx" C 0)) reeer-rol

S-rbOYCCame:

1. child pulls spring stick and

shoots disc; if disc goes into

box 5, thoahe colors up five

vertical squares over "trial

one" on graph paper.(R?re

he is setting an indirect

Lui*estive percept of

scaling for the sake of

a chart.)

This spring lever apparatus has

some built in mechanical properties

of motion which should be inelided in

chart results e.g., chart eight trials

dcne on level...chart eight trials

done on slight incline...try to

maintaina;onstant in the "shoot

force" by marking the length to

pull out i,he leve.7 for each

trial (see diagram). There will

be offer ways in which. to use

for obtaining. :,'her comparative

results; thes:, ill become

apparent upon using.

4-1

ac Df14#-

-_daeriliCetataZkris-
Aid ;i4 AdiA/1/.1
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Variation 1: contrive a similar numbered track on flocr using

instead a child size shalleboard, disc and pusher

Variation 2: same as var. 1 with two sides

(Purpose of variations is for tactile, muscular memory in

perception of length.)

use washable magic marker to draw

the "board" on floor (A small group

effort should allow the teacher to

see how well the children interpret

measuring in terns of

application0

use same chart or

variation scoring

technique.

children's

plastic shuffle

board equipment

available

O
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riC-7; A: D (purpose: using the Oration of addition of'

numbers as an abstract concert of length; this

is totally abstract whereLls a chart has been a

concrete representation of leingth and measure)

two players

L-ttnTials:

1. game board, with two numbered race tracks being the same

color as the car to be raced.

2. two small "matchbox" type cars

3. score cards with magic markers the color of the two cars.

1. player one puts car at start mark and gives car a shove...

if he goes over the track (end or side) he gets no score....

otherwise he gets score the number of the box in which

his car stops.

iPs."'

,.:i.

I ,,,

1i

,

,

4
2 3
/
7 .3.

)16/
7 i 2

...
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Variation 1. The variation consists in having a ruvnrsed numerical

sequence track (rather than a "start" line which can

be hinged (taped) to the original board. The hinged

part can then be elevated slightly for the purrose

of obtaining a more complex type of datagram.

Instead of a score sheet which tells the comparative

scores of each car at a glance, in variation 1., each

child world keep his own datagram and then compare

his results with those of his partner.

Game: 1. elevate the part of the board marked "i" about an inch and

a half.

2. e.g., according to the datagram below, the blue car starts

in place one on board 1; he lets his car just roll (no

pushing).7'.e blue car, as the datagram show, rolls to

place two on board 2. The second time, the blue car is

put in place two on board 1, the car rolls to place three

on board 2 etc.
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(C'1 .7 (a /Tour effort',

Coto: the following plan was that which was devised by the

chllk:ren under whose le.td this curriculum 1,7,1s outlined. The

the three items listed below may be substituted for something

similar.;

1. The children were each riven an unassembled vooden car;

they took them home, assembled them and rainted them to

their own liking. The purpose was simply a gimmick to

interest e-ch child in what was to take place. This may be

substituted, having each child bring to school his own

premade model car.

2. The teacher devised a premeditted plan for the "stndard"

which was in base four. The units of measure were made of

strips of wood. The longest (approximately 56" long:was

named a "Find". The next longest (approximately 14"was
named by the children, a "Kaiser ". The next, named a

"dinky", was approximately afie-" long. The shortest, named a

"meclor" was approximately threeforths inches long.

4 KaiSerS = 1 Find

4 dinkies = 1 Kaiser

medors = 1 dinky

The width of the wood strips was also equal to one medor.

There were, and should be, many of each unit so that they can

be layed end to end in measuring. This may be substituted with

any base measure or simply using a linear system already in user

i.e. inches, feet, and yard or the metric system. The only

requisite is that there are individual _pieces for each unit and

that each unit is available in quantity.

3 The names "Find", "Kaiser ", "dinky" and "medor" were given, by

this particular class of children. It -is recommended that any

group of children give their own names; they will be better

remembered.

First day: The teacher will explain the game as a car race, each

time only two children will race. rich will race for three times

up. Then players will switchand then the score will be added

places. She then shows them the new standard measure which everyone
will use (on the first day "Finds" and "Kaisers" only are used)
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1. m,.ny Finds

2. many Kaisers

3. hot rod cars

4. score paper

garectvasi

5. the track taped on the floor

(a "start" and a "stop" line

must be fixed by tape on the floor. )

Use about a six foot maximum, otherwise the children may not

be able to do the mathematics. Cars running diagonally are

considered "in" but if they go over the "stop" line the child

gets no score. It was found that this confinement kept the

came to a more serious activity.

Came:

I:ame a scorekeeper

lame a referee

Lame two racers (competitors)

3ach racer appoints his own "measure man" (who measures with the Finds

and the Kaisers the distance traveled by his man's car)

The referee: sits over the "stop" line. his business is to 1; keep

order 2) see that no foul play takes place at the start or

finish point 3) he sees that there is no distortion in the line

of measure i.e. that the "measure man" lays Kaisers in a strairl,t

line from the point where the car starts to the place whore it

stops.

The racers: use their own hot rod; alternating turns.

The "measure men": measure the distance for the car of the racer

for whom they work. They also call score to the scorekeeper
(the score is always verified by the onlookers)

KAT7RIAL Find, Kaiser

worksheets) It will occur to the children or by suggestion that

The scorekeeper: keeps score...three runs (an "out" -will count as

a run with zero for the score) constitutes a game.

Gn the first day, the measurements are taken only in Finds and in

Kaisers (or the longest units).(SE71:

the game is not always fair since the cars sometimes

will go farther, but not far enough for the length of
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-3: T: 3 STAR DARD (con' t)

another Kaiser (ti,e rule b^ine that unless another Kaiser actually

fits the car, it is not counted). There will arise a discussion

as tc the need for an additional smaller unit of measure.

On the seccnd day the teacher brings in lengths which aro smaller...

four end to end constitute a Kaiser, these the children namod

"dinIziec". The teacher should explain how they work and how to

total scores. (S724 S17LP EAT7RIAL, Find, Kaiser, dinky worksheets).

The children become aggressive about making room for another

dinky when measuring the distance traveled by the cars. This

trickery is easily sc q-1 by the opronent and also riles the referee.

Therefore, on the third day the teacher brings in a smaller

increment to satisfy the need.

On ti.e third day the medor, which is onesixteenth of a Kaiser

and oneforth of a dinky, is brought in. Again th teacher shows

children the equalities and how to total scores. (SET: SHELF

IUT-:!RIAL; Find, Kaiser, dinky, medor worksheets)

Scoresheet examples:

i
111" 44A

bAni

lb ...2

,3

_ ..1, 0
3 1 2

0 S 2 3
- .s.-

WoA . 3 3

..:

m15.0.1...t

0

A
2.

C)

r vvo

1 93
0

V 2 3
/

2
3

i

S._
2

A-._.

2
i-1-

C-\.c.\
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T117; STA1:DARD (con't)

Since learning these equalities and how to keer score is a

rracticed skill, it will be necessary to make good use of the

practice sheets (see: Shelf material' which should bp available

in great suprly. It probably will be necessary to lengthen

the number of days necessary to learning this ustand,rd" sequence.

The work sheets should be mimeogra]2hed and structured accordingly.
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GAL2: 1.,ystnry ].arc (can also be used as "shelf material")

The children are asked to measure the length of their feet placed

end to end. It happens that children this ace have a foot about

six to seven inches long..,ena to end the arrroximation is

one Kaiser. Once the relationship is understood, explain

that it is up to them whether they want to approximate one

Kaiser with feet end to end or use the actual standard.

Firsts The children are given maps and asked to look at the map

and try to tress what they will find at the end.(i.e.,

that thing will be in the"? box"/)

example:

They are tc write

in "? box" what is

there, at the end

of the map.

Second: One child walks off a map anddramsa diagram on raper

as he goes. In this way the map maker knows what

should go in the box. He gives his map to another

child (one who has not been watching) who trys first

to guess by just looking at the map. Then he measures

off to find out for sure. He then returns to his

map maker to find if he is or was right.



Mystery I,:aps (con't

pace 1)4

Third: lYstery Lop Treasure Hunt. (.note: if the children do not

know how to use a compass already, sho them

(Only five children should use one map, )

The teacher (with the aid of a child) walks off a large

rather involved mystery treasure map for outside.

At the end of the route they hide the "treasure's per' aps

a bag of gold covered chocolate coins for each child.

At each turn in the map there are "?" boxes, at these

places the child would be at some significant land mark.

He then will place in the box the name of the landmark.

(This also represents a clue' to the children, i.e., if

they have walked off the number of Kaisers on the map

and they are not at a "landmark" but are somewhere near the

(perhaps) tennis court, they realize that the tennis court

must be the landmark\
)NOTT,: if children can count by "ti os"

a "comfortable" pace or big step is approximately two Kaisers,
ir onich case it would be less tedious to walk off.

0' Up
VC

ig K
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Shelf material and graphs
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tape a label "A"

on with scotch

tape etc.)

G(Asc jAr

pare 56

Labelled linear or

epsiform leaves in

a vase...during the

day each child makes

an estimate as to

which leaf he thinks

the longest. At the

end of the day the

leaves are laid out

by the children in

an order 'by length,.

A written statement

can £hen be made.

N

F<C 4^v7-.1) < 13 < E
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11,1Y1AL DISCR11.11,1TORY r,X7RCIS:3S

I. -,Ilemontary sorting Tray (introduction of signs > and < )

........_______

Child matches string

or stick lengths to

stationary 'flmore.than"

"less than " series

in tray.

II. Play with signs "more than", "less than"

A. Control boart.. .1 set of < signs and sticks of same

length as control board . Child trys to repeat the same series

beneath control board.

1 > < < > 1

> 1 > 1 < 1 <
B. Box with >< siens.....come pretagged sticks; having

arranged the sticks and signs in a series (leave it to the

child whether he grades th-,m or puts in a symetrical

arrangement) he then records his answer on a piece of paper.

(after three ot four children have done it; they can get

together with teachor and compare their answer sheets....a good

exercise in unscrambling- data and trying to rut it in orcer
H

A<tF >8 <C<H >D <&D

III. 14oro work with.> ( signs (BIT7ORT3 this childst4have been

mimeographed paper:
introduced to Fitulth-a., b in text

TT
(note: one sheet can be

cut into four strips,

stages of difficulty) .

exercise: child writes

in > 4: signs.
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:31:7; VUIV: (This xorcise, chculd be rrecer:ed

ra J. 5 tc -Ind the discussion. Readings

fron. the fellowing would be beneficial:

3enedick. 1:ow 1uch flew Lanz

Epstein. The First nook of 1:easurement

1.:ileo,:raphed parer:

Color all
Co/or all
oior all =

1

-.461.1e1 e

(the above paper when colored will show a color pattern,

starting from left, it will be blue, red, blue, red,

blue, red, blue, red, blue; the one at the top and the two
at the bottom being green.)
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FCW ;ANY? (purpose: comparative measurements cf c me line...

measurement of straight, curved and angular lines)

In Pli0B 7 the children named various units which could serve as
increments of measure; from this list, containers (boxes

should be made. On the top of each box affix a specimen of the

contents along with a name tag with clear contact.paper.

In this way the children

sholld have less difficulty

reading the new words on

the mimeographed worksheets.

The work sheet should look

something like,thc diagram

below, Note that the two

lines on the same paper

may appear to be the same length; or to lines that are the same

length appear to be different in length. Secondly, the type
of unit measure of the second line is left for the child to fill
ih. Thirdly, The child is always to fill in first his "guess"

before measuring for the "actualY.

this example purposely

has the same unit

measurements with

both lines

I- \ow AA0ny ?
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G=D LCOPS PRCJ7,CT ( tl,is was one id c..9 submitted by t o:Ild...

and it will be found that the chalqren

will b- t'irking ur tieir ow!. Glres and

r o; acts fter they iy!4; into "measuring")

rrojeot is to measure the lengt1 of the room in gumred raper

:,trics that can be made into a length of interlocked loops.

Two ci-ildren begin making the loop chair...afte:- having do:-

abolt ten (ten because root children can count by tens;

ther-fore if they are able to nethcdize t:eir guess, ten gives

them a unit of estimate); all children make an estigted guess
as to the total length. The naves of ti-e children are listed

with their guess alongside. The project takes several days

and different children will be working on at different tines.

It would be reasonable to allow children to give secnd and

third Guesses, or of course retain thciii; original estimate on

subsequent days.

Try reading an historical account of the English chain length

in measuring acreage:

Benedick, :low Much How Many
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C.LI: FCl GL-'SS? (purpose: raking a judgme3r; and applying a skill

without being given any suggestion as to how

to do or what to use as a medium to find an

answer)

Soo diagram

E.G.:

Whose shoe print is this? (available)

This is the length of which animal in the room? (not available)

This is whose hand? (available)

This is the length of which lAaf on the sansevieria plant?

(not available)

Use eafferent ideas depending on what is available in the

class room. Notice some of the above examples are classed

"available" which means a child will attempt or can just guess

by trying to match. 'Tot available" means those things in the

room which do not le:d themselves to this type of mobility.

If you wanted to do something like : "This is the length of which
window? ; a string length could be wound up and glued down;

in which instance the child would have to match the curled string

with another or a piece of wire, unwind and then find the

straight length of which window.

a

Plain white paper can be thrown away and replaced with a

"new guess"
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Y00 SOLV TI lS BY 1J.1ASURI:C? (picture on next page)

'Problem: "Farmer Lang likes to take a drink of cool water from

the brook each morning on his way to the barn. (See

figure'. Since he also likes to save stens) he

figures out the best rath tc t:Lke to reduce the

distance he must walk etch day."

(Ruchlis. The Story of Mathematics.

PP. 1z(_145.

Can you figure the shortest route? Use string) tacks

and the tack board. When you think you have its

cut your string the exact length of the path. Tape

your name to the string and put up with the others

on the bulletin board.

eiliniepripmm=owsnmwoMoorli:?r4N1:)R-................rNrwrrwa...m

(The above diagram for teacher only)

Mit dczferim 4fr-
chikitser,

forr9e
ant' draw
Gh tacitharoi

gfrook:
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L3A1; YOU SOLVT, T!:IS BY M7ASU:INC2 (picture on next page)

Problem: nr. Black is a lawyer who conducts business in

three different cities. The figure on the next

page shows the location A9 B9 C of he cities

on the map. He wants to build a house located

in such a way as to be the s!me distance from each

city so he will be able to drive to all in the same

amount of time." (Ruchlis. The Story of Mathematics

pp. 14(-145.

note to the teacher: The above story will have to be read and

explained to the child if necessary. The child can use

any method he chooses; however, drawing the "map" as on

the next page on tack board and then supplying child with

tacks and string is one idea.

The solution below is not given to the child, it is noted

simply for the teachers reference. The children are not

necessarily doing geometry.

A4sij .111., ONO 4INES. anial

Geometrically solved by drawing a circle which passes through

cities A, B, C ...the three routes are radi of one circle.
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pap, 66

There is an empty lot next to Sandy's house. The lot has a

sidewalk on two sides. The length of the sidewalk is twelve

giant steps long (represent one giant step with one toothpick)

and nine giant steps wide. When Sandy comes home from school,

he cuts .cross the lot diagonally. How much distance does he

(note to the teacher: this has to do with the rules of

riitt triangles set forth by Pythagoras; however it is not

necessary to understand the rule or even know it to work out

the answer) Find out how many giant steps (toothpicks) it

would take Sandy to use tha sidewalk; then find out how many

giant steps to walk diagonally...then find how much shorter

it is to cut across. Post your answer on the bulletin board.

(note: draw iiagram (see next pace) on a large piece of

paper, the diagonal should be marked, because children of

this age find it difficult to sight nd reproduce a straight

line. The child has only to measure with tooth picks and

do the mathematics.. pointing out and defining terminology,

discussing the rule (there are two whole ntmber combinations

for rt. angled triangles: 3, 4, 5 and 5, 12, 13 and multiples

of) and trying other similar problems is up to the abilities

of the individual child but it probably will not be significmnt

to any child this age even if he seems to understand)

0/1,06/en7 W(ler
64,124,/ go/du/ea:fie 07/glgeeMitc

P



Y:17: SHC.a CUT (con't)

CFILlarce the diacram below cn paper larce

pace 67
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1. Paper clips (paper chains or popit beads) i.e., anything flexible

which can also be linked together is best suited

for this)

2. Obstacles: wooden blocks or anything similar to be set on

a flat cardboard; the obstacles for any one set of chart

notation should have some interesting relationship e.g.,those

below are same in base and height.

.111111111111116 IMAM

En in MOM
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111111111111111111111111111111
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i1r2":1_,IAL: Find, Kaiser worksheet

(to be enlarged and run off on mimeo rarer;

The ci:ildron should be rrovided with many ,f each increr,ent. Tr,

tot,alin the child lines ur 8 Kaisers... cast,:. 2 "7infis"

iC "ri;sh out" the E: Kaisers ; making 2 more "Finds" arid C ".

.eN el eN,

=



LAT,1:CIAL: Find, K.lisnr, dingy vorkcheet

(to be enlarund and run off on mimeo parrr)

pare 70
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IAL: Ti ae measures of th^ stand::,rd (a project,

Each child will find it handy to have a tare m--asure,

since the flexibility will remit hum to measure

things that have a curve. The child can bring

his own white grograin ribbon (aprox4 56" or

one "Find" long). With the help of the teacher

and the use of a standard "Find", i,hich has

been premarked, he makes his own tape. Tape

the ribbon to table top...mark it with a red,

indelible pen marker, into four Kaisers.

Using another color to mark each Kaiser into

four dinkies. Using another color to mark

each din4 into four medcrs.

(it will also be necessary to

have several "Find sticks" and

several tapes marked off in just

medal's ...and several of each

marked off in just dinkies. These

will be useful when doing graph

notation with the "standard")
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:i::X, 1:. F:LDS

1. "Fi:.j t'tick", or "find tape mez,sure

2. a basic diagram

3. lare white paper, sissors, colored paper, paste

-
.,xercise:

1. (mate: a cmfortable "big step" for a child t'lis ace is

approxim:Aely two Kaisers, 28 inches; tl:ernfore, 7. cl-ild

may walk off two "big steps" and count i; as one "Find", or

he may use "little steps", counting each one Kaiser. Child

Example: Basic
Diagram

0
NI

........."6

10F

fills in basis diagram with

the number of "Finds".

2. he checks with other to

compare results.

3. once three or four

children have a similar

.understanding, they can

together begin tc do a

scaled map (see next par

1. on 1,:rce paper the

central place is pasted

C own.

2. children cut many e.g.,

inch rectangles which

will rerresent a "Find".

3. the rest is added, ene

diagram, other chilren may

add other things tp the

same map.
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1. colored tar ,

differnt weights; e.g.,papPr clir, pin, washer, bottle cap.

3. magne-- of uifferent strengths

xf,rcise;

1. on table tare a start line, just in front rlace a w-icht e.g.,
a pin. :Iolding magnet in han.1, move in cn he weicht until

that point when the strength of the magnet starts to pill

the weight toward it. Mark the place on the table where the

end of the magnet was when the weight began to go to the magnet.

I:.easure that point to the start line (where the weight was

in medors.

2. the chart shows different weights with same magnet...different

magnets with same weight can also be done.

(i.e magnets can be given a symbol name so that they can
be identified.)

>412.1. Ac
o/mivre 0,e "Ptill4r, balik caP
iv/Y, X nigt4oel-
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1. from the same tree/or r, lint

2. from different trees/cr plante

3. let. of medors

me,:or graph paper / or other

xerc:se:

7 6

1. make a leaf rubbing... then draw around leaves if they are

lobated.

2. mesure t:e nertler -lacing medors lrcune: the peri#Ery lines..

four leaves from a
Fost Oak tree
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1 sizes of any Iliv-Aves cr different:

2. t:11:., 1o: 01' wire

3. st.rd.ra t.re metcure or a '?ind" marked off in m- :ors.

. -Lz.red paper

.-

1. ir.; rd blv%Iv^s, or use wire...in t:-e cac,^ of

nust be wound in groove of wl!crl th-r strecci,n

cu,t, lon,,- tb rcr tick.

S.

110 pelipLet-y of
utAcse.I (g.l(

___,LsAmectitore c(
.

MedOn.
) (why are mucsei

5
shells differen.'

::hich one
is the old
how old
10 you

tLink?;

2.

eJj
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-2AA LI3Av7s A ST-TZR

I. ;L branch from a bush or a small tree (make sure that the spaces

between tl.e leavr,s increase (or differ in size length to

a mertzturable degree; S73 picture next page).

3. Squared pap-3r.

For the bar char-6 belo-. S the picture of the branch from a

mock orange bush on the next page,
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page 8(

1: Befrierator with freezing compartment.

2. Ialloons: The bigger the betterhowever, the graph s }own

was don using a five ci-nt balloon, since the fr'eze

ccmpartment would not accommodate any bigger. The measurements
were taken on the 1'ngthwise in order to get the greatest possible
variation in diameter.

3. Str:ng

Z. Paperclips and tags for string lengths

5. A Find stick marked off in medors; for measuring the string.

(blow up the balloon and take the original measurement; in case
at some stage the balloon pcs. Tag that string "original ".)

1. Blow ur the balloon (be sure it has some give in it), mark
with a felt tipped pen around the greatest diameter (the string
will always be r'laced over this line when measuring:. The first
measurement will be taken from the freezer. Place balloon in
the freezing compartment and leave for about an hcur. i.easure
the diameter, without really removing the balloon from the
freezer (if you remove it will immediately enlarge). Clip the
string _Ind place a tag "freezer".

2. Place the balloon in th3 refrigerator "proper" aft,./ an hour
take the measuremert, without removing balloon Tag the string
refrigerator.

3. hand balloon outside, on a warm day in the sun, or just
in a place that is considerably warmer than the refrigerator.
'feu will b, able to measure the increase in diameter quite
con zince the air in the balloon expands rather rapidly.

Tag the string "outside" or "in sun" or whate%er.

5. Tile three strings should then

be laid c,ainst a Find stick,

marked off in medors. Find

the length of the diameter in

medcrs or the three strings.

(:,CT2: the sequence in the directions

above is necosrary to obtain significant variations in diameter, the
re,ason being, that you are originally blowing hot air into the balloon)
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in clay

2. medor stick or tape

3. futred paper

1. place a st2aw or thin dowel in a smaL: clay

outside in sun...measure the length of shad( ; in edo- reLord.

2. the children can be shown a clock (ther problaby kncv how to

tell the hour); but they will have to be reminded to record

the lencth of the shadow every hour.
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v7asus D1S20C';3 (pnrspective)

ratera'qs:

I. 2.otation parer and pencil

2. Find stick measured in medors

3. Kaiser stick measured in medors

4. Graph paper (squared paper)

Project: (Note: teacher supervision will be necessary to keep the

accuracy and the system tl,e same at each move.)

1. Select a pole 07 erect one in the ground or in the room. It

should measure approximately 32 meclors.

2, Ymazure two Kaisers away from it. Now measure the height of the

pole.

(Remember to always hold the same Position each t:me the height

is measured. The best way found was to kneel, sitting on heels,

then hold the Kaiser stick (measured in medors) in left hand

with arm and back stretched as far as they will go. This position

is one that can easily be regained each time a new me71:1;rement

is taken.

3, Close one eye and size up the height of the role in medors. Have

a partner do the notations.

L. The measurements of a pole

(which was 32 medors) are

given at the :ight.

The graph obtained from

these measurements is

given on the next page.

A teacher will need to

help out with this type

of graph on the first

few times.
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It should be interesting' to do the same with different heights, one
idea would be to use a child in place of the pole. Compare the
graphs to see if the same type of curve is always apparent.

(note: this same thing could be done just as a bar chart)
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T.-, CAS-, O? TY7 VA::IS:PNG BAR CT SOAP

1. Ledor measuring tare

2. A hand size bar of soft soap (Dove or Ivory)

3. :otation paper

4. Squared paper

Pro-ect:

1. ,ensure around the new bar of soap.

2. The child then takes home for general family use; or just for

his own baths; or it can remain at school for class use.

3. '';very morning (or evening), the child measures around the bar

of soap with his medor tape; and writes how big the bar of soap

is in medors next to the day. He does this until the bar is

longer measurable.

4. Graph results.

(this could also be done with a chunk of ice melting in the classroom)

C-!Ileasurermeni _Aram
Ira bar .0i Ave _ft,

diforda;,
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par- £6

1. :3tove or hot rlate

2. ;:arrow vessel in which to boil water (the narrower the better;

this exneriment was done with a 4" container with an original

wat,:r content of 3 medors deep)

3. A Kaiser stick marked in medors

Record sheet

5. A timer

6. Squared paper

Project:

1. ir.easure water into a container for boiling; as many medors

deep as the vessel will hold (but leave at least an inch at

the top so that it will not boil over)

2. ;..ark on notation paper: e.g. 0 minutes-----3 medors

3. Wait for water to come to a rolling boil

4. Set timer for 1C minutes (or whatever time increment you choose
to use.)

5. When the timer goes off---measure the depth of the water with
the Kaiser stick marked in medors. Record: e.g. 1C medors

6. Set the timer again for another 1C minutes; when it goes off,

measure the depth of the water again and record:

e.g. 2C minutes---2 aedors

7. Repeat the above instructions until you have enough information
to work with:

e2'12M I eS _Mae 0./ax r

;1)-) 4
LIL

(SI3E GRAPH O1 NW PAGI3)
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1.0W ?.LC,' :ZAT:( BO LS AWAY? (ccn't'

This is the graph made from the record sheet on the prnvioun rage.
The vessel used for boiling was 41" wide. The water boiled for
a total of 4( minutes. The depth of the water was taken every
1C minutes with a medor stick.
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